A simple start-up box for your business.

What does it do?
An innovative single box solution that gives access to Voice, Data, Storage, and Apps.

How is it beneficial to your business?
- All in one office tech suite
- Single window service
- Cloud apps & security enabled
- OPEX savings

Why SmartOffice?
- Future-ready & digital-ready tech
- No hardware cost
- Quick & hassle-free setup
- An all-in-one box that is pocket friendly

Why go for so many devices when one is enough.

“SmartOffice is a solution by Teia, that essentially combines ILL and PRI and encourages start-ups by removing the burden of infrastructure.”
-
-Anirudh Talwalkar
Managing Director, Shutter Grain Creations

Call us to ask for a demo.

#TimeToOutbox
1800-266-1800
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